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Jobs & Internships

Jobs
Communications Manager

[1]

GSA Network seeks a communications manager who will be responsible for developing and
implementing GSA Network?s overall communications strategy to: advance the mission of GSA
Network, increase the visibility of the organization, and train youth leaders to act as
spokespeople for the organization and for the myriad advocacy issues in GSA Network?s
programming
New Media Organizer [2]
GSA Network seeks a New Media Organizer who will be responsible for curating and growing
GSA Network?s new media presence and for empowering and supporting youth in developing
and leading their own new media campaigns. The New Media Organizer will work closely with

the Communications Manager and program staff to develop compelling, creative, and timely
content to engage GSA Network stakeholders. Additionally, the New Media Organizer will play a
key role in revising GSA Network?s new media strategy.

Internships
GSA Network internships are a valuable opportunity to gain hands-on experience working in a
LGBTQ non-profit setting, working for California's most dynamic LGBTQ youth-driven
organization. Interns may work on outreach and technical assistance to GSA clubs, curriculum
development, writing program resources, media or press work, lobbying and policy advocacy,
event planning, individual donor fundraising, database systems, office support, and many other
exciting activities.

Internships are available year round, and are unpaid. GSA Network can offer school credit for
internships. GSA Network does not have the ability to provide relocation benefits to interested
parties. The job descriptions reflect the essential functions of each internship; they do not
prescribe or restrict the tasks that may be assigned. Selections are made as the applicant pool
allows and continue until the position is filled.

Current Internships
All current internships have been filled.
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